Abstract.-The intimate correlation between the mechanisms causing magnetism and superconductivity in uranium compounds has been verified again-ill novel systems.
Four groups of superconductors are known, suggesting the following different mechanisms leading to superconductivity:' (1) the electron-phonon interaction causing the nontransition elements, such as lead, to become superconducting; (2) the electron-electron interaction in the transition elements such as niobium; (3) the, as yet, unexplored mechanism in cubic metals of extremely high Debye temperatures such as ZrBI2 or WBe22; and (4) the electron interaction with virtual f electrons, which causes the superconductivity of Ba, La, and U.
This last interaction, which can only occur in the group of the lanthanides and thorides, is an extremely interesting one. Once an f electron is localized, strong paramagnetism, antiferromagnetism, or even ferromagnetism will be a consequence. In the elements at the beginning of these periods, the level of the f electrons still lies somewhat above the Fermi surface. The f electron is not yet really localized. These elements are invariably superconductors, either in their natural state, such as lanthanum,2 or then under pressure, such as barium3 and uranium.4
The pressure effects are exceptionally strong in all of them generally being positive. The element lanthanum at pressures above 100 kbar thus exceeds a superconducting transition temperature of 12'K.3 a Uranium, normally not even a superconductor above 0.10K, reaches 2.20K at 12 kbar.4 Barium becomes superconducting above 50 kbar. 3 While no magnetic compounds with Ba and La are known to exist, uranium forms either ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic compounds with almost all nontransition elements.
Until the present, uranium, again in contrast to lanthanum, formed only very few superconducting compounds. Strangely enough, the superconducting compounds which had been reported previously5 were all compounds with ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic elements of the formula U6X X = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and the isolated compound UCo.
The superconducting transition temperatures of these compounds are in the range between 0.40 and 40K. The fact that essentially only ferromagnetic elements formed superconducting compounds with uranium indicated that a magnetic interaction with the virtual 5 f electrons of uranium was responsible for 459 the occurrence of superconductivity in these systems. To date, no exceptions had been known for the necessity of the presence of ferromagnetic phases to form superconducting compounds with uranium.
We have now discovered superconductivity in the ternary compound U2PtC2 at 1.47°K. In the isomorphous compounds6 where platinum is replaced by Ru, Os, Rh, or Ir, no superconductivity above 0.30K could be detected.
A ternary compound can be visualized as a compound of two binary compounds. Since no platinum carbide exists, the only other combination was UPt -UC2. The magnetic properties of UC2 indicate-if anything at all-a very weak antiferromagnetism, quite similar to that of a uranium at atmospheric pressures. Until now, superconductivity in uranium compounds seemed linked to ferromagnetism. Therefore, the U-Pt system had to be examined.
We have now indeed found that the compound U.54Pt.46 is a very soft ferromagnet with a Curie point at (29.8 i 0.3°K) and a saturation magnetization of 0.8 ju Bohr magnetons/uranium. The coercive field is exceptionally small and less than lkGauss [ Fig. 1 ]. The compound UPt previously had been reported to exist.7 The only other noble metal-uranium system in which some magnetism exists, was found in the U-Rh system. However, the saturation magnetization is far below that of U.54Pt.46, and the very large coercive fields indicate a rather complicated situation, particularly with respect to the crystal lattice. It is interesting to note that the occurrence of superconducting uranium compounds has been shown once again to be linked directly to a ferromagnetic phase.
At the same time, however, ferromagnetism has now been discovered in compounds between uranium and nonmagnetic transition elements. This is an entirely new feature never before observed. While we have at present no criterion for the existence of this kind of ferromagnetism, it is yet good to note that the intimate relation between ferromagnetism and superconductivity,8 realized more than a decade ago, has been verified again.
